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Abstract
I develop a method to improve forecasts for Electoral College and senatorial elections by
generating, and then combining, forecasts based on fundamental data, voter intention polling,
and prediction markets. These are the three most common data sources for election forecasts, but
they are all raw data. I create the most efficient forecasts available for each of them by focusing
on improvements over previous models in aggregating and then debiasing them with parameters
determined over three different dimensions: election type, days before the election, and the
certainty of the raw data. The information provided by the three different forecasts types shifts
during the studied timeframe and the model that combines them utilizes this detail; 130 days out,
the most efficient combined forecast averages the forecasts from all three data types, but the
fundamental model’s unique information decreases linearly until Election Day, at which point
the combined forecast is an average of just the polling and prediction market-based forecasts.
The combined forecast is the most accurate forecast available on a continuous basis from 130
days prior to Election Day for all Electoral College or senatorial elections.
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Polling data has been the most prominent component of election forecasts for decades.
From 1936 to about 2000, it was standard to display just the raw data, the results of individual
voter intention polls. In 2000 poll aggregation became common on the internet. Although
aggregated polls provide both stability and accuracy relative to individual poll results, as an
estimate of vote share they still succumb to two well-known poll-based biases, especially earlier
in the cycle: polls demonstrate larger margins than the election results and they have an antiincumbency bias (i.e., early leads in polls fade towards Election Day and incumbent party
candidates have higher vote shares on Election Day than their poll values in the late summer into
the early fall) (Campbell, 2000). Further, they do not provide a probability of victory, which is
the outcome variable that most stakeholders actually want. In 2008 some websites finally began
publishing versions of aggregated and then debiased poll-based forecasts that include the
probability of victory. Yet, raw, daily polls still dominate popular press coverage and simple
aggregation and debiasing of polls is just starting to permeate the academic literature.
There is also a long history of econometric models that forecast elections with
fundamental data. These models use a variety of economic and political indicators such as: past
election results, incumbency, presidential approval ratings, economic indicators, ideological
indicators, biographical information, policy indices, military situations, and facial features of the
candidates. There are numerous examples of articles that forecast the national presidential vote
share; there is a nine-page reference list in Hummel and Rothschild (2012). However, there are
few models that focus on Electoral College or senatorial elections. Further, models that include
late arriving or non-duplicable data dominate the literature and press; these models cannot create
forecasts until late in the cycle, if they can create forecasts before the election at all.
The modern history of prediction markets is not as long as the other two data sources.
The Iowa Electronic Market launched the modern era of prediction markets in 1988, introducing
a winner-takes-all market in 1992. This type of market trades binary options which pay, for
example, $10 if the chosen candidate wins and $0 otherwise. Thus, an investor who pays $6 for a
“Democrat to Win” stock, and holds the stock through Election Day, earns $4 if the Democrat
wins and loses $6 if the Democrat loses. In that scenario, if there are no transaction or
opportunity costs, the investor should be willing to pay up to the price that equals her estimated
probability of the Democrat winning the election. The market price is the value at which, if a
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marginal investor were willing to buy above it, investors would sell the stock and drive the price
back down to that market price (and vice-versa if an investor were willing to sell below it); thus,
the price is an aggregation of the subjective probability beliefs of all investors. Scholars have
found that prediction market prices offer more accurate forecasts than polls-based forecasts in
the last few cycles (Berg et al., 2001; Rothschild, 2009) and in historical elections (Rhode and
Stumpf, 2004). Still, like polls and fundamental data, prediction market prices also suffer a bias,
the favorite longshot bias. Unfortunately, both the press and academia, if they acknowledge
prediction markets at all, only cite raw prediction market prices as forecasts, thus failing to
correct for these biases.
On the whole, election forecasting has been relatively stagnant in an age of “big data”
aggregation, improved methods of conveying data to non-experts, and real-time reporting. First,
there have been few meaningful attempts to combine these different data types into a single
forecast. Three related, but largely non-intersecting literatures persist, despite their shared goal of
accurately forecasting election outcomes. Second, there is little discussion about what should be
forecasted; rather, forecasts tend to estimate vote share of the national popular vote, simply
because that is what has been done in the past. Despite little effort to promote it, probability of
victory has proven extremely popular with all types of stakeholders, when it is available. Third,
there is little discussion about the utility of the forecast when it is released; forecasts are judged
by academia and the press at the time they are released or they are judged as if they were
released on the eve of the event. Forecasting research is not geared towards maximizing the
return of the end stakeholder.
Motivating the analysis in this article is a basic question: what combination of these three
key data types creates the most efficient (i.e., accurate and timely) forecasts, the most useful
forecasts, for the relevant stakeholders? First, the answer is crucial for researchers studying
electoral politics because accurate and granular forecasts allow them to connect shocks to the
campaign with changes in the underlying probability of victory. Forecast integration will also
prove relevant to those studying forecast techniques in a wide range of fields besides politics.
Second, the answer is meaningful to the media that wishes to bring its audience the best
forecasts, especially as the public decides when and where to invest its time, attention, and
money. Third, forecast accuracy is important for practitioners (e.g., campaigns or investors in
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campaigns) who want to make efficient choices when they spend money in the multi-billion
dollar industry of political campaigns.1
The combined forecast, which I call the RPFP forecast, is substantially and significantly
more accurate than other available forecasts on a continuous basis from 130 days before the
election to Election Day. The forecast is constantly updated in real-time, for either probability of
victory or estimated vote share, providing the most useful forecast for all stakeholders. The
weighting parameters of the combined forecast demonstrate and capitalize on the shifting
strength of the different forecast types across the studied timeframe; 130 days out, the RPFP
forecast averages the separate forecasts from all three data types, but the fundamental model’s
unique information decreases linearly until Election Day, when the RPFP forecast is an average
of the polling and prediction market-based forecasts.

II. Background
The need to transform raw polling data into a forecast is conclusive in the literature.
Campbell (2000) clearly illustrates the anti-incumbency bias, whereby incumbents have lower
polling values than election results, and the fading of early leads in polls, whereby election
results are tighter than polling numbers. Erikson and Wlezien (2008a) shows that debiased
polling data is more accurate than raw polling data; they illustrate this for both estimated vote
share and probability of victory. Rothschild (2009) improves dramatically on Erikson and
Wlezien (2008a) by aggregating the daily polls and then debiasing them. Yet, Rothschild (2009)
designed its poll-based forecast to be the most accurate forecast using the same general model as
Erikson and Wlezien (2008a), leaving upon the possibility of creating even more accurate
transformations through more advanced models of aggregation and debiasing.
There is no debate in the literature that raw prediction market prices make accurate
forecasts, but the debiasing of prediction markets is a newer line of research. Berg et al. (2001)
concludes that raw prediction market prices are more accurate forecasts of vote share than raw
1

$1.76 billion was spent on the 2008 Presidential election with an additional $0.94 billion and $0.43 billion on
House and Senate elations respectively (http://www.opensecrets.org/overview/index.php). In the aftermath of the
Citizens United ruling by the Supreme Court, spending is expected to approach $10 billion
(http://www.borrellassociates.com/component/virtuemart/?page=shop.product_details&flypage=garden_flypage.tpl
&product_id=1025).
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polling data. Wolfers and Zitzewitz (2007) highlights the transaction and opportunity costs of
investing in prediction markets, while Manski (2005) describes how investors in prediction
markets behave as if they were risk-loving; the result of those two papers is the favorite-longshot
bias for prediction markets. One hundred days before the election, if an investor believes the
Republican candidate has a 95 percent chance of winning, there are three reasons for her to bid
less than $0.95 for a contract that pays out $1.00 if the candidate wins. First, with limited
liquidity in the market she may have to hold the contract until Election Day, incurring an
opportunity cost. Second, she will incur some transaction costs when she buys and sells the
contract or when it expires. If the opportunity cost is $0.02 and the transaction cost is $0.03, then
she would not bid more than $0.90 in order to break even in expectation. Third, investors
behaving as if they were risk loving gain greater expected utility from buying a longshot than a
favorite, all else being equal. Thus, even though the unbiased, risk-neutral market price would be
$0.95, investors do not bid all the way to the biased, risk neutral amount of $0.90 for a favored
candidate, but may move the market to only $0.85 or less. Rothschild (2009) corrected for this
bias with a transformation suggested by Leigh et al. (2007) and proved that debiased prediction
market data generates more accurate forecasts than aggregated and debiased polling data. Yet,
Rothschild (2009) makes no attempt to examine or improve upon the transformation suggested
by Leigh et al. (2007), which was calibrated on a different type of prediction market data.2
There is a massive literature on fundamental models, but very few of them are useful as
forecasts. First, many models are difficult to duplicate, such as Armstrong et al. (2010) which
utilizes pictures of the candidates. Second, many models incorporate pre-election polls or other
late arriving data; Lock and Gelman (2010) uses a model that cannot be resolved until October of
the election year. These types of models are designed more towards understanding the
correlation of fundamental data and elections outcomes, then forecasting. Third, most
fundamental data models forecast just the national presidential national popular vote; examples
include Abramowitz (2004) and (2008). Klarner (2008) pushed the literature forward into the
realm of earlier state-by-state forecasts, but still incorporated early polling into the model.
Without any polling data, improving on the variable choice and range of data, the model
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Leigh et al. (2007) was calibrated on national presidential elections, while Rothschild (2009) utilizes state-by-state
Electoral College and senatorial elections from recent cycles.
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presented by Hummel and Rothschild (2012) has much smaller errors than Klarner’s (2008) and
can be put to use by June 15 of the election year.
There has been little attempt to systematically combine these three forecast types. Graife
et. al (2012) concludes there are benefits in accuracy to combining many data types for forecasts
of the vote share of the national popular vote for president. Yet, the article suggests the simple
procedure of using even weights at all points in the cycle and uses simplified forecasts from the
various data types. Erikson and Wlezien (2008b) combines the national popular vote with
economic indicators and intention polls to forecast vote share, but that paper does not investigate
prediction markets, state-by-state elections, or probability of victory. Most importantly, the vast
majority of literature and press that has come both before and after their research does not
duplicate these attempts. Some fundamental models casually include intention polling data, but
make no attempt to tease out its influence from that of the standard fundamental data. The most
recent literature on polling has just started to accept aggregating and debiasing the voter intention
polls. Prediction market theory suggests that prediction market prices should include the
information from voter intention polls and fundamental models already, but the literature lacks
any empirical work on the subject.
Probability of victory is the most meaningful forecast for most stakeholders, but most
forecasts instead estimate vote share. Researchers want granular probability of victory forecasts
in order to study the effect of small events that occur during the lead up to an election; that data
could help solve questions such as the effect of debates on outcomes. Further, researchers can
use granular probability of victory to study the effects of elections on other events, as Snowberg
et al. (2007) did for elections and the economy. Movement in the expected vote share does not
provide the data to run those studies. Investors and practitioners care about real-time probability
of victory in order to invest their resources efficiently. Expected vote share is a meaningful data
point, but, since there is little impact of margin of victory on the ultimate ability to govern,
probability of victory is what drives most of the investment decisions.
Previous research in forecasting, in all fields, has constantly fallen into the trap of judging
forecasts when they become available, but we should hold them to a higher standard and judge
forecasts for their accuracy when stakeholders need them. Frequently, forecasts are more
valuable further in advance of the event, when stakeholders can still reallocate investments to
5

more efficient uses. Or, they can be equally valuable at any random point in time. Forecasts are
frequently the least valuable at the exact point when forecasters choose to release their forecasts,
because that likely coincides with other newly released information, such as a new poll. In this
age of constantly updating data, it is reasonable to judge forecasts on continuous basis, rather
than when the forecaster chooses to release the forecast.
This analysis extends the literature in four main ways. First, it aggregates then debiases
the raw polling data, using parameters that are calibrated separately by: election type, days
before the election, and the certainty of the raw data. The resulting forecast is the most accurate
poll-based forecast available. Second, it examines and clarifies the transformation that debiases
raw prediction market data, yielding an improved prediction market-based forecast. Third, it
combines three forecasts based on polling data, fundamental data, and prediction market data.
This combined forecast, the RPFP forecast, accounts for shifting levels of information, by
allowing the parameters to adjust with the relative value of the separate data types over time.
Fourth, it reframes the objectives of reaching forecasts to provide the most efficient forecast for
relevant stakeholders. This includes redefining the main outcome variable as probability of
victory, while also solving for the traditional outcomes, and ensuring that the forecast can be
updated in real-time during the course of the main election cycle.

III. Data
This article calibrates the combined forecasts with data from 202 races that span four
election cycles. Electoral College races are included for 2004 and 2008, and Senatorial elections
are included for 2006, 2008, and 2010. In this sample there are 100 Electoral College races, or 50
for each cycle.3 There are 33 senatorial elections in 2006, 35 in 2008, and 37 in 2010. I exclude
three senatorial elections from the calibration because they are outliers, but include them in any
derived forecasts.4
In order to approximate a random draw of demand for information, there is one
observation per forecast type for each day. For the fundamental model used in this paper, that
3

I exclude Washington DC, which votes Democratic in all presidential elections with 100 percent likelihood.
There were three unique three way senate elections that I drop from the calibrations: Connecticut in 2006 and
Alaska and Florida in 2010.
4
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value is the same for the entire cycle. For the polling data, I date polls by the last day they are in
the field; if anything, this is biased in favor of the relevancy of polls, as polls are frequently
released one day after they leave the field. For prediction market data, I use the latest reading
before noon on the noted day.
I analyze all data for the time period between 0 and 130 days before the election; 130
days generally falls in late June of the election year and it is when the fundamental model is
realized. The standard start of the campaign season in the United States is Labor Day, which falls
roughly 60-65 days before the election, so this allows me to review a sizable amount of time in
both the before and after period.
All three forecasts types do not occur on all days. First, there is a liquidity issue at the
start of the 130 days reviewed in this article. The liquidity issue is meaningful for prediction
markets early in the cycle, although the markets all exist. Some senatorial elections never have
major polls in the entire election cycle, while many do not start having polls until midway
through the timeframe. Second, I have a slight data issue where for 10 random days in 2008 my
program did not record prediction market data.
There are three additional dimensions to consider beyond forecast type: election type,
days before the election, and the certainty of the raw data. First, where the identification exists, I
create different forecast models for the Electoral College and senatorial elections. Second, some
parameters vary depending on the days until the election. Finally, some parameters vary
depending on the certainty of the raw data. This can be important, because, for example, a
prediction market price near 50 percent may correlate with expected outcomes differently than a
price near 95 percent, or a poll that gives a 2 point lead may behave differently than a poll with a
10 point lead.
The first step in this process is to create the most efficient forecasts for estimated vote
share and probability of victory for all three forecast types. I could go through the process of
aggregating all information simultaneously into one combined forecasts, but there are two major
advantages to first creating three separate forecasts and then combining them. First, this puts all
of the data on the same scale, allowing us to understand how the information mixes in the
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combined forecast. Second, not all data is available at all times, so it is a plus for forecasting to
have both the separate and combined versions.
The article emphasizes probability of victory over estimated vote share, because it is
more important to the majority of stakeholders. Estimated vote share is included to provide
historical comparisons.

IV. Estimation Strategy/ Results in Creating Separate Forecasts
The fundamental model follows the procedure outlined in Hummel and Rothschild
(2012). The authors created the model using data from the following categories: election results,
incumbency, presidential approval ratings, economic indicators, ideological indicators, and
biographical information about the candidates. The model is calibrated on Electoral College data
from 1972-2008 and senatorial data from 1976-2010. The model utilizes an OLS regression to
predict the expected vote share and a probit regression to predict the probability of victory. The
models are capable of creating forecasts prior to 130 days before the election for both types of
elections. The accuracy of these models is impressive; for probability of victory, the withinsample (out-of-sample) mean square error is 0.067 (0.115) for Electoral College and 0.118
(0.137) for senatorial elections.
The voter intention polling and prediction market models follow the procedures created
in Rothschild (2009), but incorporate some major advances beyond that article. I update the
debiasing techniques used for both forecast types. The polling debiasing technique varied by
election type and days before the election in Rothschild (2009); this article also allows variation
by the size of the lead in the two party vote share. For prediction markets, that article had a onesize-fits-all debiasing, but I examine the value of allowing it to fluctuate along each of three
dimensions: election type, days before the election, and the certainty of the raw pricing (i.e., how
close the price is $0.50 rather than $0.00 or $1.00 for contracts that pay out $1.00).
The first step in creating a voter intention poll-based forecast is to create a snapshot of the
estimated two-party vote share of the two candidates if the election were held that day. This
aggregation helps smooth the random fluctuation that occurs in raw daily polls. The method
creates a linear regression of all polls up to that day, and the snapshot is the trend of that
8

regression.5 The data is de-meaned around zero, such that the leading candidate is above zero
and the losing candidate is below zero.
The second step in creating a poll-based forecast is to create an estimated vote share for
Election Day. To create the estimated vote share I regress the final vote share on the poll for each
, where is a

day before the election in previous election years:
given race (i.e., state and year) and

6

is the snapshot. The squared term explains how the

transformation differs as the snapshot indicates a wider distance between the candidates.7 The
regressions are calibrated using elections from 2000, 2004, and 2008 for the Electoral College,
and 2004, 2006, 2008, and 2010 for the senatorial elections.8 I calibrate the parameters separately
for each election type and for each day before the election. Thus, I recover a unique ,

,

for

each day before the election ( ) and election type ( ). The daily estimated vote share are created
using those parameters:

,

, ,

, ,

; the alpha corrects for the anti-

incumbency bias and the beta terms correct for reversion to the mean.
While the Electoral College has a meaningful and statistically significant antiincumbency bias, the senatorial elections do not; further, the results add a different perspective to
the theory behind the anti-incumbency bias. Illustrated on the left side of Figure 1, a presidential
candidate whose party won the state in the previous election can expect to gain one to two
percentage points of the two-party vote share from their opponent, depending on the days before
the election. This bias decreases towards zero a week or two after Labor Day. I tested coding the
Electoral College in terms of the national incumbent party and the state-by-state winner from the
previous election; for the model the data is in terms of the state-by-state incumbent, because it
has lower forecast errors. This correlates with a more meaningful alpha term, relative to using
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Poll aggregators create a snapshot using a combination of averages, linear trends, and/or loess trends. I use just the
linear trend, because it the simplest and most transparent method to create a consistent poll average on any given
day, especially in races with limited number of polls.
6
Candidates with a negative value for their snapshot have - to provide the equivalent of the positive square term.
7
For all of parameters I use +/- 7 days of data to gain consistency, relative to the daily random variation in the
Erikson and Wlezien (2008).
8
The data is collected from: PollingReport.com, Pollster.com, and RealClearPolitics.com. Using the method from
Erikson and Wlezien (2002) I fill in missing data, for historical data only, with the linear interpolation from the poll
before and after any missing day.
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the national incumbency. This is the first time anyone has addressed the anti-incumbency bias on
the state level.9
Illustrated on the right side of Figure 1, the reversion to mean increases as the snapshot
indicates a wider distance between the candidates; this is new to the literature as well. This is
apparent in the large negative parameters for the snapshots squared, while the snapshot’s
parameter is, if it drifts away from one, actually above one. This novel result suggests that I can
characterize reversion to the mean more so by a 10-point lead in the polls preceding a narrow
victory, as opposed to a 2-point lead preceding a toss-up.

Figure 1. Alpha (left) and beta (right) for Electoral College and senatorial elections
Note: Each point plots the value of the parameter at a given day before the elections. The standard errors are
clustered by race (i.e., state and year).

The third step in creating a poll-based forecast is to create a probability of victory, which
is the probability that the estimated vote share is greater than 50%. The method assumes that the
vote share on Election Day is a normal distribution centered around the estimated vote share. For
the same estimated vote share, the more accurate the estimation is, the tighter the distribution of
true outcomes, and the greater the percentage of probable outcomes where the favored candidate
has the higher amount of votes. I use maximum likelihood to determine the optimal sigma (
for each day and election type:

Φ

,
,

, where

)

,

is the probability of victory for a

given race. It is unsurprising that sigma gets smaller as the days before the election decrease, as
9

I also tested both Electoral College and senatorial elections in terms of party affiliation, but that provided even less
accurate forecasts.
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shown in Figure 2. It is impressive to see how small sigma, representing the standard deviation,
becomes as Election Day approaches. For most of the early days of the cycle, the sigma
parameter is larger in the senatorial versus the Electoral College, because the estimated vote
shares are less accurate due to less polling and less accurate polling.

Figure 2. Sigma for Electoral College and senatorial elections
Note: Each point plots the value of the parameter at a given day before the elections. The standard errors are
clustered by race (i.e., state and year).

The raw prediction market data translates into outcomes over a few steps.10 First, I take
the average of the bid and ask for the stock that pays out if the Democrat wins on Election Day.
If the bid-ask spread is greater than five points, I take the last sale price.11 This is the raw
prediction market price. Second, I correct for the favorite-longshot bias as in Rothschild (2009),
using the transformation suggested by Leigh et al. (2007):

Φ 1.64 ∗ Φ

.12

My datasets for examining prediction market data include just 2004 and 2008 for
Electoral College and 2006, 2008, and 2010 for senatorial elections. Relatively limited prediction
market data, compared to polling and fundamental data, is why I must make the combined
forecast with this limited dataset. As a first step in determining the most efficient prediction
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I utilize Intrade’s prediction market data. It is the most liquid market for Electoral College and senatorial
elections.
11
Procedure is adapted from Snowberg et al (2007).
12
This transformation was suggested (and estimated) prior to Rothschild (2009) in Leigh et al. (2007), using data
from Presidential predication markets from 1880 to 2004.
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market model, I duplicated the procedure in Leigh et al. (2007). I took the probit
Φ βΦ

and regressed it over all of the prediction market data in my datasets and

recovered β

1.67; this is remarkably close to the 1.64 that Leigh et al. (2007) determined over

a totally different dataset.
For both fundamental data and polling data, I create separate models for the different
election types, but I do not have the identification to split prediction market prices into election
type. I do not want to over-estimate the parameters and I do not feel comfortable with just two
elections cycles for the Electoral College.
But, I do want to examine two other dimensions: days before the election and the
certainty of the price. The chart on the left side of Figure 3 shows how that same parameter, β
from

Φ βΦ

, shifts with days before the election (dbe). There is no

smoothing between dbe in this chart; each point is a separate regression. The parameter is
amazingly close to 1.64 the entire time, until the last few days. Second, I checked to see how the
parameter would change as the price moves away from 50. So, I ran the same probit for every
price between 50 and 100, where I inverted prices below 50 to above 50 (i.e., 30 became 70 or
all prices are in terms of the most likely candidate).13 The chart on the right side of Figure 3
shows that the efficient parameter is relatively stable around 1.64, regardless of the extremity of
the price. The only bump is near the middle, where there is much less data and the parameter has
much less impact when it is applied (i.e., even an infinite parameter does nothing at 50). Thus,
without any compelling evidence to change it, I keep 1.64 as the same parameter to debias all
prediction market data.

13

I use +/- 5 points of data to gain consistency.
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Figure 3. Potential parameter at any given day before the election (left) and price (right) for
Electoral College and senatorial elections
Note: Each point plots the value of the parameter at a given day before the elections. The standard errors are
clustered by race (i.e., state and year).

Prediction market data translates into estimated vote share by regressing the inverse of
the price on the vote share and predicting the value:

βΦ

. There should be no

meaningful distinction in the probabilities of a big certain wins and a small certain win (i.e., if
Candidate A is estimated to receive 51 percent of the vote in her election and Candidate B is
estimated to receive 75 percent of the vote in a different election, but both are certain to win their
respective elections, both of their prediction market prices will approach $1.00 for $1.00
contracts, providing no identification for their estimated vote shares). Thus, prediction market
data does not provide a relatively meaningful estimation of vote share.

IV. Estimation Strategy/ Results in Combining Forecasts
Comparing the three forecast types we are limited to the overlapping elections of the data
which is 2004 and 2008 for Electoral College elections and 2006, 2008, and 2010 for senatorial
elections; this is the data that I have for prediction markets, the narrowest dataset.
Liquidity is an issue through Election Day; yet, while prediction markets can be thin,
polls can be non-existent. From 130 days before the election I have data for all three forecast
types for all Electoral College elections. The fundamental forecast provides a forecast for all
elections at all times. The prediction markets can be very thin early in the cycle, but they always
provide a forecast; these early forecasts can provide relatively large errors in relatively easy to
predict elections if there has been little action in the market. Polls are completely absent in some
13

senatorial elections. Out of a possible 102 senatorial elections, polling data ranges from just 41
elections 130 days before the election (dbe), to 74 at 100 dbe, to 86 at 1 dbe. While they are
likely to be absent in easy to predict elections late in the cycle, but early in the cycle they are
absent in a more random selection of elections.
The three forecast types differ in their accuracy as the days before the election decrease.
Figure 4 shows the mean square error of the probability of victory for both the Electoral College
and senatorial elections. The accuracy of the fundamental model never moves, because it does
not shift during the election.14 The other two forecast types are very similar, with prediction
markets having slightly smaller errors, with pockets of statistical significance. Only as the
campaigns move into the main timeframe, after Labor Day, do the errors on the poll and
prediction market-based forecasts drop well below the fundamental model-based forecasts.

Figure 4. Accuracy of probability of victory estimates for Electoral College and senatorial
elections by fundamental data, voter intention poll, and prediction markets-based forecasts
Note: There are 202 observations per dbe for fundamental and prediction market-based forecasts. Polls-based
forecasts vary from 141 to 186 observations per dbe.

I can combine forecasts, to create the RPFP forecast, in many different ways, but I am
even more concerned here than in the individual forecasts to ensure that I avoid over-estimating
the parameters. Again, with only two presidential cycles, I avoid any attempt to separate the
14

The small bump around day 100 is the addition of the West Virginia senate race in 2010, which did not exist until
Senator Robert Byrd’s death after the cycle had already begun.
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parameters by election type. Further, I have no reason to assume that prediction combination
should shift with the degree of confidence in the separate forecasts. Thus, I focus exclusively on
the days before the election, which Figure 4 shows should be a major factor.
I combine the forecasts for probability of victory very directly with a probit of the inverse
normal of their probabilities:

Φ

Φ

Φ

,

Φ

,

. I first

,

ran this regression for each day before the election (dbe).15 This was not successful, because it
appeared over-estimated; the parameters for polls and prediction markets bounce around with
extreme volatility, but are centered a little above 0.5. The fundamental data paints a much
cleaner picture; its coefficient is slightly smaller than the other two until about 50-60 dbe, when
it breaks towards zero. To handle the noise I simplify the combination to the following
regression:

Φ

∑

∑

Φ

,

Φ

,

Φ

,

, where I

allow the parameters to shift linearly by the dbe.
This produces a very clean result; the parameters vary from approximately equal
weighting of each forecast on 130 dbe, to averaging just the poll and prediction market-based
forecasts on Election Day. By the definition of the model, the weight on the fundamental data
moves in a linear manner. The derived parameters are in column I of Table 1A in the Appendix. I
drop insignificant variables, which leaves just

for polls and prediction markets, and

for

fundamental data. As a final control on over-estimating the model, I recalibrate the parameters so
that they sum to 1 at any given dbe; I do this because I have no reason to believe that they should
go beyond 1 and I want to be conservative until I have more election cycles. For simplicity, I
round the parameters to exactly 0.333 each at 130 days before the election to 0.5 each for the
polling and prediction market-based forecasts on Election Day.
These results so far are in-sample, so, despite the simplifications of the parameters, it is
almost by definition that the RPFP forecast is more accurate than the individual forecasts.16
Illustrated in Figure 5, it is not surprising that combining the three forecasts into the RPFP
forecast provides the most potential benefit early in the cycle where the fundamental data is
15

Again, for all of parameters I use +/- 7 dbe to gain consistency.
I state “almost by definition”, because I simplified the parameters from the regression results, which will raise the
mean square error of the forecast.
16

15

heavily involved and there is wide variation in the accuracy of the forecasts. Late in the cycle the
poll and prediction market forecasts converge, so, by definition, they converge with RPFP
forecast which is mainly a combination of the two forecasts. However, the RPFP forecast
generally performs better than each individual forecast for almost any given dbe.

Figure 5. Accuracy of probability of victory estimates for Electoral College and senatorial
elections by poll-based, prediction markets-based, and combined forecasts
Note: There are 202 observations per dbe for the combined and prediction market-based forecasts. If poll data does
not exist, prediction market data is takes its place. Polls-based forecasts vary from 141 to 186 observations per dbe.

The RPFP forecast of expected vote share is determined in the same manner as probability of
victory. I use the following regression:

∑

∑

,

,

allow the parameters to shift linearly by the dbe. All parameters, except the

,

, where I

for prediction

markets, are highly significant. The derived parameters are in column II of Table 1A in the
Appendix. The absolute error of the resulting combined forecast is compared with the three
individual forecasts in Figure 6. Not surprisingly, the forecast converges towards the poll
forecast as the Election Day approaches.
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Figure 6. Accuracy of estimated vote share for Electoral College and senatorial elections by
poll-based, fundamental model-based, prediction markets-based, and combined forecasts
Note: There are 202 observations per dbe for the fundamental data and prediction market-based forecasts. Combined
and Polls-based forecasts vary from 141 to 186 observations per dbe.

V. Discussion
So far the analysis has been in-sample, but future work will examine the forecasts of the
84 Electoral College and senatorial races in 2012 (51 Electoral College and 33 senatorial); the
results of those predictions will provide an out-of-sample dataset for the RPFP forecast. The
main point of comparison will be the daily mean square error of the RPFP forecasts with the
following: debiased aggregated prediction market probabilities, Intrade’s prediction market
prices, debiased aggregated polling probabilities, fundamental model prediction, and
FiveThirtyEight.17
I will also compare the RPFP forecast with numerous experimental forecasts that I am
collecting, both polling and prediction market data. Further work should enhance the forecast
model every cycle as both more historical data is added to the calibration and new data types are
added as well.

17

FiveThirtyEight is the most widely read prediction on the internet with over 5 million page views on Election Day
2008: http://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/fivethirtyeight.com.
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The RPFP is designed to not only be the most accurate forecast model, but also a
practical forecast; my website, PredictWise.com, publishes and updates in real-time the forecasts
from this model during the election cycle. This is a meaningful distinction in state-by-state
elections where certain data is difficult to gather and utilize during the cycle, even if it is possible
gather and utilize the data after the election. For example, some states do not hold their senatorial
primaries until the second week in September. Since senatorial polling is candidate-to-candidate,
this makes using polling data early in the cycle difficult, but it is no problem after the election
when a forecaster can determine with certainty which matchup occurred. For many of these late
primaries, I can determine the likely competitors. Yet, for those few elections where the polls do
not yet exist or are ambiguous, I use the prediction market-based forecast as a substitute for the
poll-based forecast. In general, if only one data type existed in an election, I would use that data
type’s forecast and when three are present, I use the models derived in this article. Future
research will examine the scenarios where two of three data types exist in more detail.
The model for the RPFP forecast finds significance for all three data types; further work
will examine why this occurs. I wanted to create a forecast that can update automatically on a
real-time basis, so it is crucial to note that all of the data in this article automatically generated
and is not massaged from election to election. It is possible that some of the prediction market
data suffers from enough liquidity issues, at various points in the cycle, so that the benefit of
aggregation with other data types is to correct those issues. The article does not challenge the
efficient market principle in general, but it empirically creates the most efficient forecast for
elections that can be automatically generated in real-time.
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Appendix
I. Coefficient for
II. Coefficient for
Probability of Victory
Estimated Vote Share
0.229
0.173*
Fundamental Data
(0.125)
(0.036)
0.645*
0.886*
Polling
(0.247)
(0.072)
0.726*
0.001
Prediction Market
(0.210)
(0.051)
0.003*
0.001*
Fundamental Data*dbe
(0.001)
(0.000)
-0.001
-0.004*
Polling*dbe
(0.003)
(0.001)
-0.003
0.002*
Prediction Market*dbe
(0.003)
(0.001)
Table 1A. Column II is the parameters for combining the three forecast types into a combined
probability of victory:

Φ

∑

∑

Φ

,

Φ

,

Φ

,

.

Column III is the parameters for combining the three forecast types into a combined estimated
∑
∑
vote share:
.
,
,
,
Note: The standard errors are clustered by race (i.e., state and year). * denotes significance at the 5% level.
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